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White Sales: The Racial Politics of baltimores 
Jewish-Owned Department Stores, 1935-1905 

Paul A. Kramer, Department of History, The Johns Hopkins University 

MRS. ELIZABETH T. MEIJER OF N O R T H AVENUE WAS OUTRAGED. 

One afternoon in mid-August 1948, she had met a friend, "the wife of one of our 

most prominent young colored professional men," to go shopping.1 Mrs. Meijer her

self was white and apparently something of an activist, and the outing had turned into a protest for 

both women. Aware of the rarity of middle-class friendships between blacks and whites in 

Baltimore, Mrs. Meijer had carefully noted the treatment they had received at the various down

town stores they had visited. She was surprised that they had been "treated very politely" at several 

stores, although she suspected "this may have been due to the mistaken idea that we were mistress 

and maid."2 At Hochschild Kohn's, however, they had been greeted in what she considered a "very 

undemocratic, discourteous way." 

Her friend, "Mrs. X," had purchased a gold chain belt on the main floor and been told by a white 

saleslady that the purchase was final; when Mrs. X asked why, as it was not on special sale, the "rather 

embarrassed" clerk stated that this was an all-store policy. 

Both Mrs. X and Mrs. Meijer knew better; the rule came down "like a slap in the face."Together, 

the women planned a test: Mrs. Meijer returned with the belt the following day and asked the same 

woman if she could return it. She was told, "yes, certainly," leaving "no doubt" that the "final sale" 

policy had been imposed for racist reasons. Angrily, she fired off a hand-written letter of protest to 

Walter Sondheim, Jr., the store's manager (and, in the process, into the historical record), demand

ing an explanation. Among other things, she stated that the store policy was embarrassing for 

Baltimore. Mrs. Meijer, it seems, had carried out similar tests elsewhere. "I traveled through Virginia 

and Tennessee this summer," she wrote, "but found no such discrimination there in the best stores." 

At a national conference she had attended the previous year,"your undemocratic store attitude came 

up for discussion as people all over had heard about it." "There are few discriminations which annoy 

our respectable colored citizens more than the attitude towards them in the department stores," she 

wrote. "Is it necessary to hand them this insult in every over the counter sale?" 

Despite Mrs. Meijer's effort to portray Hochschild Kohn's policy as especially offensive, both 

women knew that there was nothing at all exceptional about the discrimination "Mrs. X" had met 

Demonstrators gathered at 

Cornerstone Baptist 

Church, 1600 Bolton 

Street, protesting segregation 

policies in Baltimore, 

Novetnber It, 1961. 

Courtesy of Special 

Collections, University of 

Maryland Libraries. 
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at the sales counter. Baltimore—both before the 1940s and 

long after—was a city split by race, in many ways the north

ernmost urban outpost of segregationist culture, or "Jim 

Crow," as it was called. Baltimore differed somewhat from 

other Southern cities in its racist practices; African-

Americans could vote, for example, and city public trans

portation was not segregated. Nonetheless, department store 

policies were only some of Jim Crow's many ugly faces in 

Baltimore, alongside racially segregated swimming pools, 

tennis courts, amusement parks, hotels, and coffee shops: in a 

1955 survey, 91% of 191 randomly-selected Baltimore busi

nesses reported either the "exclusion" or "segregation" of 

blacks.' Sharply segregated and unequally funded city public 

schools subsidized institutional racism and limited black 

occupational opportunities and outcomes. Race was power

fully marked in the workplace, where employers and labor 

unions traditionally closed black workers out of more high

ly skilled and better-paying jobs, including those in city gov

ernment.4 Blacks were regularly harassed, attacked, and 

sometimes killed by white police officers on apparently racial 

grounds. Racial lines were drawn in residence patterns, with 

restrictive covenants and mob violence (conspiring with 

black poverty) confining Baltimore's growing black popula

tion to congested, under-served, and disease-prone ghettoes 

on the city's West and East sides.5 Unwilling to take any 

chances with real-estate markets based solely on income, 

white politicians in the 1910s had even pushed through the 

U.S.'s first municipal ordinance licensing residential city 

blocks by race, although it had been quickly struck down by 

the U. S. Supreme Court.6 Baltimore's department store dis

crimination, then, was only one thread in a dense fabric of 

racial exclusion. But department stores, as the centerpieces of 

Baltimore's consumer culture, put racism on display like few 

other institutions. As the 1955 report stated, public accom

modations like department stores were not only "the princi- I 

pal purveyors of goods and services," but "the sensitive areas I 

of public life around which issues of racial discrimination 

have long existed."7 Indeed, the report claimed, "[m] ore than 

any other aspect of city life perhaps, these establishments pro

vide the stage for current and daily race relationships."8 

In this light, the fact that four out of five of Baltimore's 

major department stores were owned by Jewish families was 

highly significant. It makes the story of department store 

segregation a complex triangle of Jews, blacks, and non-

Jewish whites, in which each group simultaneously defined 

itself and defended its perceived interests and rights. The 

story brings together, and into collision, many of the char

acteristic players and forces of 20th-century metropolitan 

America: African-Americans, Jewish-Americans, the rise of 

consumer culture, the advent of civil rights movements. It is 

also a story with features specific to Baltimore: a politically 

organized black middle class; black and white urban com

munities still closely tied to rural migrant cultures; racial tra

ditions normally associated with the "Deep" South. 

Blacks, Jews and non-Jewish whites approached the store 

segregation practices from different angles of vision. For 

black customers, department store segregation was merely 

one of many racial barriers, but one that disproportionately 

affected the black nriddle class and could be challenged on 

social class terms. Eager to use their class privilege to over

throw racist structures, they gathered every resource possible 

including, in the pre-World War II period, the Jewishness of 

the store's owners. For Jewish owners, the stores were prof

itable business ventures that relied upon, and in turn per

petuated, a racially divided marketplace: while many Jews 

had absorbed anti-black racism as part of their own "assim

ilation" into American culture, they also lent it impetus by 

serving as agents of segregation, "whitening" themselves in 
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the process. For most non-Jewish whites, the stores were 

retailers of racial identity as well as consumer goods and 

services, places where their own racial wor th was established 

and, when the stores were challenged by protest, where it 

would be defended. 

Along with racial, religious and class divisions, gender 

divisions are central to this story. Consumer politics of the 

kind described here were predominantly women's politics. 

Middle-class women were the primary consumers of goods 

and services in department stores and the target audience for 

their advertising and promotional machinery.The stores' din

ing rooms were important spaces of daytime female sociabil

ity, both among housewives and among the growing ranks of 

female professionals. W h e n they entered the stores to shop, 

middle-class women also encountered a largely female sales 

force which, while upper working-class or lower middle-

class, was trained to reflect, cultivate, and encourage middle-

class women's tastes.1' Class politics were always embedded in 

these encounters: when black customers like "Mrs. X " were 

refused service, they were being snubbed by w o m e n w h o m 

they often considered their inferiors. 

Much of the protest against department store segregation 

was also instigated by women . While some men under took 

activist efforts, these tended to take the form of private 

negotiations between "gent lemen" in business and elite, 

male-dominated civil rights organizations. Most of the 

impulse for change, however, derived from women's actions. 

While this fact was due in large part to women's dominance 

over the consumer sphere in general, it was also because the 

peculiar slights of consumer segregation, especially where 

they hinged on racist questions of bodily hygiene, were a 

direct assault on black women's claims to respectable femi

ninity. If segregation was enforced by female clerks, howev

er, its defense fell to male managers and owners: when 

w o m e n contested department store segregation, they were 

confronting some of Baltimore's most powerful men. Protest 

against store segregation—from the angry letters sent to the 

stores' male management , to personal visits by N A A C P 

President Lillie Mae Jackson, to the eventual mass mobiliza

tion of clubs and church congregations—needs to be seen 

not only as part of an anti-racist struggle but as part of a 

mid-century culture of women's politics that included both 

white and African-American women . 

T h e story here has two main acts, with a key turning 

point between them. T h e first begins in the 1930s, when 

Baltimore's black middle class organized the first protests 

against commercial segregation, through picketing for 

employment and a back-room lobbying campaign against 

store segregation in general. T h e fact of Jewish ownership of 

department stores in Baltimore was important to these pres

sure campaigns. Jews were especially vulnerable to accusa

tions that racial segregation mimicked Nazi racism, and Jews 

came to fear that black protest against the stores would take 

specifically anti-Semitic forms. Despite some gains, howev

er, the overall integration of the stores failed. 

The turning point is World War II which transformed the 

social and political landscape of Baltimore in ways favorable to 

desegregation. The war mobilization triggered a large influx of 

black laborers into the city and its wartime industries, providing 

civil rights activists the opportunity to press for equal rights in 

government employment and to hold up blacks' sacrifices for 

and contributions to the war effort. Where it was achieved, black 

industrial employment also provided the base for an expanding 

black middle class in the city. 

T h e second act covers the period from 1945 to 1960, 

w h e n public protest against department store segregation 

resumed and, ultimately, succeeded. This was a period of ris

ing expectations among blacks, especially for a younger gen-
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Black employees at 

Hutzier's, as pictured in 

Tips and Taps, April 1954. 
Before 1959, Baltimore's 

department stores employed 

African-Americans as 

maintenance and stockroom 

workers, elevator operators, 

porters and restroom atten

dants, but excluded them 

from higher-paying jobs in 

sales and management. 

Gift of Hutzier's. 

eration of college students. A growing sense of consumer 

entitlement coincided with, and lent momentum to, visible 

successes in integration, especially in public schools. Store 

segregation practices began to give way in the late 1950s 

under pressure from the Baltimore Chapter of the Congress 

of Racial Equality (CORE) but were only ended in their 

entirety when Morgan State students in the Civic Interest 

Group (CIG) organized a sit-in campaign in March—April 

1960. The protests brought the ugly logic of segregation to 

the surface. Hundreds of letters for and against integration, 

which I'll explore, illustrate how important the stores had 

been in marking and dispensing racial privilege all along. 

But interestingly, in this latter campaign the Jewish identity 

of the stores' owners no longer appeared to matter. This fact 

suggests that the war had played very different roles in the 

black and Jewish communities: while the war had in some 

ways sharpened black political identity, it may have blurred 

aspects of Jewish identity and encouraged Jews to see them

selves as "white." The story of Jews' adoption of a "white" 

identity was complex and far larger than that of the depart

ment stores, but commercial segregation by Jews certainly 

played a part in it. By offering to sell white Baltimoreans 

racial privilege through exclusionary policies,Jews were able 

to shore up their own racial identity as "white" people, 

eventually able to join a "mainstream" that remained (and 

remains) unavailable to most blacks. 

It is important to point out that while Hochschild 

Kohn's plays a larger role in this story than its rivals, it is not 

because the store was more racist than others: it is, rather, 

because the store's manager, Walter Sondheim,Jr., kept a file 

folder of correspondence and memoranda regarding the 

store's racial politics which have become unique primary 

sources and because, as the first to integrate, the store was 

the focus of special debate and discussion. 

Race was marked in department store culture in a wide variety 

of ways.'" As in other workplaces, black employees, even those 

advanced in age, were referred to by their first names rather than 

as "Mr." or "Mrs." White clerks would not serve blacks at lunch-

counters or the beauty shop. Some of the stores marked black 

credit accounts with a star in store ledgers to distinguish them 

from white accounts or denied blacks credit entirely. Race also 

animated commercial imagery in advertising and packaging. In 

4 0 tnterprising Cmpo 
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1950, Baltimore's Thanksgiving "toyland parade" featured a 

Hochschild Kohn's float with two blackface minstrel characters, 

which prompted Urban League Executive Director Furman 

Templeton to protest "their oudandish makeup, nondescript 

clothing and idiotic antics."11 In the case of Hochschild-Kohn, 

there were three principal aspects of the store's racial practices, 

which appear to have been common to all of Baltimore's depart

ment stores. First was discrimination in employment: blacks were 

hired as maintenance and stockroom workers, elevator operators, 

porters, and restroom attendants but barred from high-paying and 

higher-status jobs in management or sales. Second was the refusal 

to serve black patrons at the department store's lunch counter. 

Third—and most inflammatory to black consumers—were poli

cies that prohibited blacks from trying on clothing in the store 

and from returning clothes after purchase. Sales clerks were 

instructed to write "Final Sale" on the receipts of black customers. 

These forms of discrimination had deep roots in Baltimore 

and in wider Southern sensibilities and practices. Barring blacks 

from "white-collar" department store jobs allowed employers 

to reserve jobs for other whites, especially friends and associ

ates, in times of job scarcity, especially during the Depression. 

Within the context of department store managerial culture, job 

discrimination drew on widespread racist assumptions about 

black intelligence, competence, honesty and decorum. A kind 

of racist aesthetic also likely played a role: department stores 

were places where dreams of class mobility and endless mate

rial prosperity glowed from racks of elegant clothing and waft

ed from perfume counters. In complex ways, this particular 

dream-world was an exclusively white Utopia, tied to notions 

of racial order and purity. Although in theory black salespeople 

would pose little threat to everyday white authority (since 

salespeople were all trained to be somewhat servile), managers 

assumed, rightly or wrongly, that white consumers would find 

their fantasies upset by a black sales presence. 

TOILET PREPARATIONS 

TOILET M* BATH 

HUTZ.LE.R BROTHERS CO. 

Prohibitions on lunch counter service and the "Final 

Sale" rule had similar origins. At root they were about bod

ies: the segregationist world, including Baltimore's, was one 

that hinged on anxieties and fears about physical contact 

between whites and blacks. For most whites, blacks repre

sented sources of unspecified physical and moral pollution. 

Whereas a wide variety of institutions worked to keep white 

and black people physically apart, the department store 

(because of growing black purchasing power) was a place 

that threatened to bring them together, at least within the 

middle class. Black and white bodies might "touch" in the 

exchange of forks and plates at store lunch-counters. Even 

more threatening to whites was the possibility that the 

clothes they tried on or purchased might bear an invisible 

taint of black physical contact. In a 1956 letter to the Vice 

Early advertisement depicting 

the target consumer, 1895. 

White department stores 

allowed African-Americans 

to make purchases, they sold 

white consumers racist notions 

of purity and "hygiene" that, 

under segregation, included 

restrictions on try-on and 

return privileges for black 

consumers. 
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This drawing, printed in the 

Baltimore Afro-American, 
April 19, 1960, comments 

ironically on the contradic

tion between the department 

stores' courtship of black con

sumers and their simultane

ous exclusion of blacks from 

lunch-counters. Courtesy 

of the Afro-American 

Newspapers Archives and 

Research Center. 

President of Hochschild 

Kohn's, Mrs. Madeline W. 

Murphy protested the 

"Final Sale" policy charg

ing that blacks, while 

allowed to try on dresses, 

coats and shoes, were not 

allowed to try on "inti

mate apparel, nor hats," 

because of racist assump

tions that "Negroes are 

not bodily clean, have 

some sort of disease or 

that their hair is objec

tionable to the point 

of being unsanitary."12 

According to Walter 

Sondheim, Jr., this bodily 

paranoia extended even to self-conscious liberals. An officer 

of the Urban League, a "very active person in the integra

tion cause," confessed to him that when he shopped at 

Hamburger's, an upper-class men's store that did not racial

ly discriminate,'"I have a feeling when I try on clothes that 

I know have been tried on by a black customer.'"13 When 

the Baltimore NAACP fought state Jim Crow laws in early 

1943, the repeal bill was sent to the State Legislature's 

"Hygiene Committee" (where it not surprisingly died) 

rather than its Judiciary Committee.14 

Where white consumers saw segregation and "purity" of 

purchase as a consumer right, black middle-class consumers 

like Murphy felt their rights violated by it. Many Deep 

South cities had black middle classes by the 1940s. 

Baltimore—which had had the largest free black communi

ty before the Civil War—had one of the best organized. 

Baltimore was the home to doctors, lawyers, journalists, min

isters, landlords, and small-businessmen, living close to work

ing-class blacks because of racial segregation. Mrs. Meijer had 

noted, for example, that her friend's husband had been "one 

of our most prominent young colored professional men"— 

"if I mentioned his name I am sure you'll know him per

sonally and respect him." Baltimore blacks built a rich cul

tural sphere within the limits of Jim Crow, from schools like 

Frederick Douglass High School and Booker T. Washington 

Junior High School to a black YMCA, Colored Symphony 

Orchestra, and the Royal Theater.15 

The community's thick network of churches, the Baltimore 

Afro-American (one of the United States' leading black newspa

pers), and one of the three largest chapters of the NAACP 

(along with Chicago and Detroit) brought together black mid

dle-class professionals and the black working class in an infra

structure for civil rights protest.16 Anti-lynching protest chal

lenged the infamous racist violence of Maryland's rural Eastern 

Shore. In 1933—4, middle-class black youth, black churches, the 

Afro-American, and the revitalized NAACP under charismatic 

President Lillie Mae Jackson, had successfully protested the fir

ing of black employees in white-owned stores by launching a 

"Don't Buy Where You Can't Work" boycott and picketing 

campaign, similar to those in New York and Detroit.17 

The downtown department stores, as some of Baltimore's 

most prominent sites of civic culture and modernity, were a 

principal target for anti-racist protests by individuals and 

organizations from the 1930s through the early 1960s." 

Many black middle-class consumers protested individually 

by asserting their class status and a sense of consumer enti

tlement. As among whites, the black middle class defined 

itself by exclusive modes of dress and expensive standards of 

appearance and hygiene (the tools for which were sold in the 

department stores themselves). Affronted by racist notions of 

42 tnterprisino Emporiums 
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black filth and disease, black consumers often attempted to 

trump them with class standards. Murphy, for example, wrote 

that "not only [do I] feel equal to the average Hochschild 

Kohn's consumers, but I feel superior to them..." 

I am sure also that you know that there are certain gentiles 

and Jews commonly known as trash who are infinitely dirti

er, more unkempt and repulsive than those with whom you 

may come in contact from day to day. And yet some of these 

are your customers and are allowed to use every facility of 

your store—white skin and straight hair being their only pre

requisite—even though lice are generally a malady of straight 

haired people and not Negroes." 

Those who could afford to do so protested by making 

shopping trips to Philadelphia and New York, which, while 

inconvenient, meant avoiding the indignities of racial segre

gation in Baltimore. 

But the department stores' racial policies also attracted 

larger organizational protests. In mid-1938, the Baltimore 

chapter of the Urban League and the Baltimore and nation

al offices of the NAACP, including national President Walter 

White, initiated behind-the-scenes conversations and letter 

exchanges. For the next two years, officers of both organi

zations tried to meet with the store managers to discuss 

what they called "acute discriminatory policies." Lillie Mae 

Jackson apparently made several personal visits to Walter 

Sondheim, Jr.'s office. "Ms. Jackson, she was tough," recalled 

Mr. Sondheim, "I knew her quite well. She would come in 

and really give me hell."2" Responding to angry letters in 

the Afro-American, Baltimore Urban League Executive 

Secretary Edward Lewis wrote to various store managers 

and owners that "we ought to be able to do something 

about this situation before we have any public incidents."21 

He may have been thinking of Harlem where, in March 
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1935, extreme poverty had sparked rioting by African-

Americans against local stores, including Jewish-owned 

stores; the riots were interpreted by many as anti-Semitic. 

Over the next few months, Lewis himself undertook 

negotiations, with limited success. When, at one such meet

ing, he apparently pressured Stewart and Co. through the 

Retail Merchants Association, its President, Thomas P. 

Abbott, countered that the RMA had "no control over the 

policies of their individual store members "22 Lewis was 

undaunted, writing Walter Sondheim, Jr. (who was personal

ly sympathetic to the cause) that "the gentlemen are dodging 

the issue," but that he would "find it difficult to take a com

plete licking on this proposition." Among other things, he 

appealed to local pride, noting that it was a shame "to allow 

an admittedly small minority of people to give Baltimore 

such an unique reputation !'2i 

Sign at an Annapolis beach 

dub. In ways very different 

from African-Americans, 

Jews themselves faced racial 

discrimination, especially 

in upper-class neighborhoods 

and elite colleges, clubs 

and resorts. 
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By mid-1940, Lewis reported multiple meetings with 

Abbott, Gutman, Hutzler, and Walter Sondheim, Jr., but 

without "one ray of hope..."24 Each owner urged the cam

paigners to consult with the others. Abbott had apparently 

suggested at one point an "educational program" designed to 

to "work on other forms of racial discrimination in 

Baltimore, and try to change the social attitudes of the whole 

community, before tackling the present discriminatory prac

tices in the stores."25 By June, the back-room campaign was 

declared a failure. "Our negotiations have reached the point 

of 'diminishing returns'," stated an Urban League report, 

"and the Secretary feels that it is now time to refer this mat

ter to other active groups which are seriously concerned 

with this critical issue."2'' After two years of getting the run-

around, Lewis' frustration was palpable. "I am ready to wash 

my hands of the whole damn business " he wrote White.27 

What, if anything, did Jewish ownership and racial segre

gation have to do with each other? The question requires a 

broader examination of the particular ways that blacks and 

Jews encountered each other in early and mid-20th century 

urban America, and the numerous points of confluence and 

conflict between them. Especially after World War I, Jews and 

blacks met each other in Northern industrial cities as neigh

bors and customers, employers and employees, landlords and 

tenants. Conflict was embedded in many of these relation

ships, but there were also structural and cultural commonal

ties drawing the groups together.28 In structural terms, Jews 

and blacks were primarily recent arrivals to urban, industrial 

America; both faced forms of discrimination, although of 

widely different kinds and intensities. In response, Jewish and 

black leaders traded strategies of anti-racist mobilization and 

"assimilation" when confronted with white racism and 

nativism.2'; Both groups also developed diasporic colonization 

movements in the United States, with Garveyism promoting 

a black return to Africa, and Zionism a Jewish return to 

Palestine.3" In religious terms, Jews and blacks had the Old 

Testament in common, especially the Exodus narrative that 

was central to black theology. Jews and blacks also had per

formance traditions that would fuse richly in new urban cul

tures, especially in jazz. 

Moreover, Jews themselves were not entirely "white" in 

early 20th-century America. Contrary to the way we nor

mally think about race, being "white" was not just about per

ceived skin-color or other physical features. It also meant 

demonstrating a cluster of behaviors, attitudes, sensibilities, 

and tastes—many of them middle-class—and receiving in 

turn a whole package of social, political and economic priv

ileges.31 Before World War II, Jews' status as whites was pre

carious: early 20th-century American racists saw Jewish 

immigration (along with Italian and Eastern European) as an 

explicitly "racial" threat, eventually barring most Southern 

and Eastern European immigration on "racial" grounds. Jews 

in Baltimore sometimes had the dubious distinction of join

ing blacks on the signs posted outside of WASP clubs and 

swimming pools: "No Jews, blacks or dogs." A chapter of the 

anti-Semitic German-American Bund set up shop in 

Baltimore during the 1930s, as did the populist demagogue 

and anti-Semite Father Coughlin, who opened a branch 

office on Calvert St. in 1936.32 

As elsewhere, Jews entered into commercial occupations in 

part because they were formally and informally shut out of 

other economic sectors. But because of their occupational 

skills, economic resources, and education levels, Jews were 

upwardly mobile in Baltimore.33 According to one mid-1930s 

survey, 35—40% of the city's Jewish workforce was engaged in 

non-manufacturing commercial occupations, a rate three 

times higher than that of the general population.34 Especially 

for prosperous and assimilated German Jews, which included 
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the department store-owners, the frontier of anti-Semitic 

exclusion was high in the class scale. By both formal and infor

mal "gentlemen's agreements," Jews were kept out of elite 

neighborhoods, schools, clubs, and resorts, as well as high-level 

finance and much of industry. Roland Park's exclusion of 

wealthy German Jews was infamous. The Johns Hopkins 

University, while it allowed Jews to enter as undergraduates, 

set quotas for Jewish admission to its medical school.3' 

Baltimore's Jews were no more nor less racist than other 

Baltimoreans. In actuality, they played a small role in the 

overall structures of anti-black racism in Baltimore and else

where. Roughly 8.5% of Baltimore's population in 1940, 

Jews controlled or participated in only a small fraction of the 

institutions that exercised racial discrimination against 

blacks."' At the same time, Jews figured prominently in a 

number of Baltimore philanthropies directed at African-

Americans, as well as early anti-racist organizations such as 

the Urban League. But, as elsewhere, most blacks and Jews 

related through a kind of intimate antagonism. If they did 

not necessarily finance them, Jews owned the shops in which 

blacks shopped and worked; if they did not own apartment 

houses, Jews were often the rental agents who black tenants 

confronted over payments and repairs. Because of housing 

segregation practices, blacks and Jews also tended to be resi-

dentially closer to each other, with the aspiring black middle 

class moving gradually into suburban homes formerly owned 

by Jews who, like other whites, often retreated in their wake. 

The social line between the Jewish middle class and the black 

middle class, each excluded from above, each pushing its way 

out of racial and class stigmas and restrictions, was likely to 

be volatile. The department store, where Jewish managers 

and black customers faced off across counters, was located on 

that line. But because department stores were among the 

most visible sites of segregation, and because four of five 

major department stores in Baltimore were owned by Jewish 

families, Jews ran the risk of being seen as the instigators of 

much broader patterns of racial segregation for which they 

had little if any direct responsibility. Since Jews might appear 

as the public face of racial discrimination against blacks, anti-

racist civil rights protest might, in the context of Baltimore, 

turn anti-Semitic. 

This fear was especially pronounced in the late-1930s 

given the increasing attention paid to Nazi anti-Semitism 

and the growth of fascist societies in the United States. 

Indeed, the Baltimore Urban League reported that its late-

1930s campaign with the NAACP had been an effort to 

secure "an adjustment of this problem because of its poten

tial danger in increasing anti-semitism among Negroes."This 

was perceived as being especially important in light of the 

potentially destabilizing effects of the European war. "In view 

of the present international crisis," the League concluded in 

1940, "it seems extremely important that we work diligently 

to prevent any incidents which may tend to bring about an 

open conflict between minority groups in Baltimore."37 

Often-times, concerns about black anti-Semitism were 

stronger than the condemnations of department store segre

gation itself. In these instances, fears of black anti-Semitism 

could easily blend with broader racist fears of black violence 

and national disloyalty that would become evident during 

World War II.38 Outside the African-American community, 

no one appeared as concerned about Jewish racism's threat to 

the social order, relative to that of black anti-Semitism. 

It remains unclear to what extent fears of black anti-

Semitism in Baltimore were justified, but there were at least a 

few frightening signs. In an anxious February 1936 letter to 

the NAACP journal The Crisis, Rabbi Edward Israel noted 

that the issue of Jewish discrimination had been raised in 

response to a recent public address he had given at a "Negro 



forum" on the topic "Germany's Treatment of the Jews: Is it 

Justified?" After the meeting, he recalled, a young black 

woman had asked him "why it was that since the Jews con

trolled most of the money in the United States of America, 

they didn't use that financial power to better the condition of 

the Negro."'9 No less a figure than Lillie Mae Jackson herself, 

in responding to Rabbi Israel, had explicitly tied racism to 

Jewish ownership, noting that "[w]hen the Gentiles owned 

most of the large stores downtown... there was no such thing 

as Negroes not being able to buy in any of the stores." 

Furthermore, she attributed racial policies to a business con

spiracy among Jews: the larger stores, by blocking black con

sumers, forced them into the smaller stores of "the poorer 

Jewish merchants...which the Negroes find selling mostly all 

'seconds' and their goods sell higher."4" Jackson was not, how

ever, able to explain why Stewart and Co., owned by non-

Jews, enforced its equally segregationist policy. 

The fact of Jewish store ownership meant, however, that 

there were unique moral levers that could be brought to bear 

against segregation by virtue of Jews' own oppression 

throughout history. From the late-1930s through the mid-

1950s, black and Jewish opponents of department store seg

regation held Jews to a higher moral standard because of their 

own oppression by the Nazis, using comparisons with 

Nazism as a weapon against department store segregation. 

Oscar Lapirow of Washington, D. C., for example, wrote to 

Baltimore's B'nai Brith chapter in April 1939 complaining 

that back-room negotiations had still brought no improve

ment in "the Hitlerite attitude of certain Jewish owned 

Baltimore department stores."41 Many others shared this par

ticular line of criticism. "I suggest, Mr. Kohn," wrote 

Madeline Murphy, "that you and your management, believe 

Adolf Hitler was right in his espousal of the Master race the

ory and that you believe prejudice should continue to be a 

part of the American scheme of things here in Baltimore. 

Otherwise, you would do something to stop it."42 "It is 

remarkable," wrote Frederick Dedmond to the Hochschild 

Kohn's credit manager in March 1950, 

that Jews, the most universally hated people on the face of the 

whole earth, would take the lead in persecuting Negroes [by] 

refusing them the same accommodations extended to other cus

tomers. It is such men as you that make it impossible to establish 

conditions of peace after such a great World War. It is such men 

as you that prevent Baltimore from becoming an American city.4' 

Along these lines, black civil rights leaders on more than 

one occasion attempted to use rabbinic leverage against 

Jewish segregationists. In September 1940, for example, 

young civil rights leader Juanita Jackson (daughter of Lillie 

Mae Jackson) attempted to contact a rabbi with whom 

Albert Hutzler was acquainted, who had apparently warned 

him of a threatened boycott.44 That same year, Lillie Mae 

Jackson learned that a black music teacher had been prohib

ited from buying concert tickets for her students. "I immedi

ately got busy," she reported, "and called Rabbi Lazaron and 

Rabbi Israel acquainting them with same as it was a Mr. 

Myersburg, a Jew, who was in charge here in Baltimore."43 

Others took pains to demonstrate that there was nothing 

especially Jewish about segregation in Jewish-owned stores: 

in practicing segregation, Jews were merely showing them

selves to be typical white Marylanders and Americans. "Of 

course, I realize that these misguided people are merely fol

lowing the vicious Maryland tradition of Negro discrimina

tion," wrote Lapirow. "[T]here are all sorts of Jews and we 

cannot condemn the entire Hebrew race for the intolerance 

of a few...."4'1 Rabbi Israel had noted that while Jews dis

criminated against blacks in department stores "in one or 

two instances," others had "no such attitude" and that "the 



department stores controlled by non-Jews almost universal

ly exclude Negroes."47 It was also true, he stated, that it was 

the "90 percent non-Jewish trade which was primarily 

responsible for this anti-Negro stand," and that "the real 

solution of the Negro problem lay not with the Jewish 

minority but with the anti-Negro Gentile majority "The 

Baltimore Jewish Council noted that "ft]he treatment 

accorded Negroes in the commercial life of the city is but 

one aspect of the large problem of general negro-white rela

tionships and cannot be constructively considered inde

pendently." It called for an "attack upon this specific prob

lem" tied to "a larger effort—community wide in scope— 

whose objective will be to improve every area of negro-

white relationships in the interest of a democratic society." 

Importantly, the Council stated that its concern arose 

not only from our concern for the existence of anti-Jewish feel

ing in the negro community, but from our sincere conviction 

that the democratic basis of our common national life is men

aced by the existence anywhere and everywhere of prejudice 

and discrimination.4S 

The debate raised the question of where segregationist 

policy originated within the hierarchy of the department 

stores themselves. It was hardly surprising that many of the 

protest letters by black consumers took the form of inquiries 

as to whether discriminatory policies were simply the actions 

of individual racist clerks or formal rules handed down by 

management. Eager to target specific figures, critics like Lillie 

Mae Jackson tied the policies to management and ownership 

(and, in her case, to specifically Jewish owners.) Madeline 

Murphy suspected it came from floor supervisors, while the 

"salesgirls," "being human and unwilling to humiliate any 

customer, being very anxious to make a sale" might "allow a 

Negro to break the rule and to try on...."4'' Ms. B. M. 

Phillips, assistant managing editor of the Baltimore Afro-

American, wrote Irving Kohn in June 1947 "anxious to 

know" whether, in marking "Final" on her blouse receipt, a 

sales clerk was "expressing the policy of Hochschild-Kohn or 

whether it was her own idea."3" When Sondheim,Jr. wrote 

back inviting Phillips to his office to discuss the matter in 

person, she refused, countering that "these questions call for 

a direct answer." "If this is a company policy, there is nothing 

you and I can say to each other personally which would alter 

it." She furthermore had difficulty believing that a company 

that had been in business successfully fifty years "dilly dallied 

with important matters of this kind."51 

The most common response by the owners was an argu

ment for racist consumer democracy: the owners simply 

sold consumers what they wanted, and white consumers in 

Baltimore wanted segregated stores. "While it is true that 

some of the major stores involved are owned by Jews," stat

ed a Jewish leader in an unsigned memo, "in this situation 

they are acting as merchants who base their policies upon 

their estimation of the consuming public's wishes."52 He 

went on to argue that "there was no personal prejudice on 

the part of the department store owners"; they were mere

ly "concerned only in meeting the wishes of their customers 

and it was their definite feeling that the present practice was 

the one that would be insisted upon by the public." As evi

dence he related a second-hand story about "a Gentile sales

girl" employed at the Gutman's cosmetic counter, which 

apparently served whites and blacks equally. After switching 

employment to the May Co., she 

. . . noticed as steady customers there many people who had 

come in only once to the Gutman counter and who, in her 

opinion, had evidently objected to the services of negroes and 

had therefore changed their patronage to the May Co. 
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The memo went on to suggest that it would be "helpful 

to test the sentiment of the consuming public so that if 

department store owners were misjudging the feeling, steps 

could be taken to change the practices in their stores." 

The unstated principle that went along with the argu

ment for consumer democracy was that department store 

racism in the Baltimore context was profitable, as well as 

popular. Throughout the segregation period, Baltimore's 

downtown department stores were highly competitive, con

stantly seeking small margins of business advantage in pur

chasing, labor costs, and marketing. Given the degree to 

which segregation had become embedded in the very way 

that whites thought about consumer privilege, especially in 

terms of racial "hygiene," removal of racist policies was per

ceived to be a great financial risk. Any store that unilaterally 

moved toward equal treatment, it was believed, would court 

economic ruin, white boycotts, and the closing of credit 

accounts by white customers. It was clear to critics from 

early on that a joint strategy was needed to move the 

department stores toward integration as a bloc. 

World War II dramatically changed the demographic and 

political landscape of Baltimore. A significant port city, 

Baltimore was the site of steel, shipbuilding and aircraft 

industries that received millions of dollars in federal defense 

contracts, while clothing, food, and alcohol production 

facilities were retooled for military uses. Wartime industrial 

expansion attracted tens of thousands of black and white 

workers to the city from the upper South, especially from 

rural Maryland, West Virginia, North Carolina, Kentucky, 

and Tennessee. At the peak of the migration, over 4,000 

arrived per month; Baltimore's total population grew 15% 

in four years, and its black population 25%, comprising one-

quarter of the city by war's end.13 But while disproportion

ate in their arrival, black migrants to Jim Crow Baltimore 

were unable to take equal advantage of widening employ

ment opportunities. Most defense contractors were reluctant 

to hire blacks and those who did were unwilling to let them 

advance into higher-paying jobs. Many unions refused to 

organize blacks and even struck when they were given 

training for higher-skilled work. 

The expansion of government activity, the growth of the 

black population and deepening racial tensions provided 

civil rights organizations new impetus and opportunity to 

mobilize. In the mid-1940s, the Baltimore chapter of the 

NAACP conducted active membership drives directed at 

the new black working class, fighting for equal access to war 

work with both management and unions, demanding ade

quate housing for black workers, intervening to prevent race 

riots, combating army segregation, and registering voters. 

Emboldened NAACP activists even pressed unsuccessfully 

for a wartime repeal of Jim Crow laws by the Maryland leg

islature, enlisting railroad executives who claimed that such 

regulations "made the handling of traffic during these war 

times much more difficult."54 

In this climate, the question of department store segrega

tion was once again on the table. A committee of civil rights 

leaders met in February 1943 with J. W Mehling, Secretary 

of the Retail Merchants Association, and "placed before him 

a program of action which we hope will remove the 

unwritten policy of discrimination by some department 

stores in Baltimore," although they urged "that there be no 

public discussion of this campaign at present."55 Mehling 

promised to present the recommendations before the RMA, 

but there was no apparent change. And with so much else 

demanding activists' limited resources—job discrimination, 

police harassment, racial violence, collapsing housing and 
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health infrastructure—resistance to department store segre

gation necessarily fell into the background. 

But wartime changes generated the conditions for 

renewed attention to commercial segregation. Most impor

tant was the expansion of black spending power in 

Baltimore, brought about through the general growth of the 

community, and black industrial employment in wartime 

industries. "I should think that there is high hope of capital

izing upon the increased income of the Sparrows Point 

workers," NAACP worker Ella Baker had written of 

recruitment drives as early as 1941.56 By the early 1950s, 

blacks were still confined to the lowest-paid segments of the 

Baltimore workforce and to the oldest and most deteriorat

ed portions of the city, but they were nonetheless able to 

participate in the expansive postwar consumer economy. In 

lodging her protest in 1948, Madeline Murphy had argued 

that eventually segregation would simply be bad for busi

ness. As evidence, she cited an article in Fortune magazine 

trumpeting growing black consumer power—with black 

after-tax income multiplying five times in the previous 20 

years—and noted that "Negro purchasing power cannot be 

overlooked in the economy of this or any city if downtown 

shopping is to be maintained."57 In the postwar era, many 

blacks came to define their politics in terms of securing 

access to consumer prosperity. "People are buying every

thing else they want—liquor, autos, cosmetics, clothes," stat

ed an NAACP memo on recruitment tactics, "they can also 

buy what they need—freedom, at the minimum price."58 As 

this quotation suggested, if the NAACP's wartime concerns 

had been those of laborers—-jobs, wages, housing—the post

war period saw a shift toward the concerns of consumers. 

Indeed, the NAACP itself came to be reimagined as just 

another consumer item. "The NAACP is a product which 

has proven its worth," read the memo. "But like Dial Soap 

or Pepsodent tooth paste or insurance, it has to be sold "59 

This sense of consumer freedom was felt especially by 

those most poised to embrace it: the younger generation of 

Baltimore African-Americans entering college in the mid- to 

late-1950s. They came of age during a period of slow, incre

mental civil rights change in Baltimore. By the early 1950s, a 

combination of public protest and back-room lobbying 

would open positions for blacks as officers in the city police 

force, as doctors in local hospitals, as bureaucrats in state and 

city jobs, as drivers for taxi-cab and transit companies, and as 

users of municipal golf courses, baseball diamonds, and tennis 

courts. Seven years of mass protest of the segregated Ford's 

Theater broke down racist barriers in 1952. The compara

tively easy integration of the city's public schools in Spring 

1954, beginning just ahead of the Brown decision, revealed the 

power of civil rights groups and the eagerness of municipal 

elites to see the transition to public-sector integration pro

ceed without violence or, indeed, much public debate.''" 

Many of the signs of progress were registered in the 1955 

"community self-survey," conducted by the Maryland 

Commission on Inter-racial Problems and Relations, a two-

year-long "citizen-action program" sponsored by "the leading 

civic, religious and fraternal organizations of Baltimore."61 The 

Commission and its report, funded in part by the Baltimore 

and Maryland state governments, were themselves signs that 

the civic and political leadership were turning against segrega

tion, however hesitantly. The survey traced the outlines of the 

remaining "problem," assessed public opinion on integration, 

and proposed solutions. Baltimore's department stores earned 

an ambiguous ranking. Representatives from 21 department 

stores (a category which included many smaller stores) were 

interviewed: according to their own statements, they were 

"relatively more democratic policy-wise," compared to more 

restricted hotels, theaters and movies, with only 20% reporting 
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Student protestors outside 

the Northwood Movie 

Theatre, Baltimore, February 

19, 1961. Students in the 

Civic Interest Group 

(CIG), frustrated at segre

gated commercial life directly 

across from the Morgan 

State University campus, 

began protests at Northwood 

in 1955 that later spread to 

stores downtown. Courtesy 

of Special Collections, 

University of Maryland 

Libraries. 
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either exclusionary or segregationist rules.62 Six refused to pro

vide any information about their racial policies; two reported 

the "Final Sale" rule; two reported that black women were not 

allowed to try on "foundation garments" and one that they 

were not allowed to try on hats.63 A large number (the statis

tics were somewhat confused here) suggested that some store 

facility or other—beauty shops, restaurants, restrooms—was 

closed to black patrons.''4 On the "credit" side of the survey, 

large department stores had reportedly dropped their "racial 

limitations" in children's, boy's, and men's wear, and had made 

"further concessions in gloves, suits and coats in women's 

wear."''5 On the "debit" side, however, department store prac

tices "involving hats, under-garments, store facilities for eating 

and resting remain only partially modified."66 Much, it 

seemed, remained to be done. 

Department store segregation finally ended in 1960, 

more than 20 years after protest had been initially launched, 

but the initiative came not from established groups like the 

NAACP and Urban League, but from bold and impatient 

Morgan State students organized into the Civic Interest 

Group (CIG).67 In 1955, students had begun protests of the 

Northwood Movie Theatre and Read's Drug Store, segre

gated facilities directly across from the Morgan State cam

pus, years ahead of the more famous Greensboro sit-ins, 

although they ended in only partial success. By I960, 

Baltimore sit-ins were soon to become the northernmost 

edge of a widening regional strategy. On March 16, students 

began sit-ins at the Hecht-May's Rooftop Restaurant at 

Northwood. After Hecht-May filed and won a court 

injunction against the protestors, the students targeted the 

5 0 Cnrerprmnq Emporiums 
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downtown department stores, where the local chapter of the 

Congress of Racial Equality ( C O R E ) had begun protesting 

in 1953.'s There had been encouraging signs of movement 

at the stores in the late 1950s. By 1960, the stores had grad

ually moved toward the elimination of segregated restroom 

and dining facilities for their employees.6'' Hochschi ld-Kohn 

had integrated its sales force in February 1959, w h e n Walter 

Sondheim, Jr. had moved Mamie Collins, a stock clerk in 

the glove department, into the position of salesperson at the 

glove counter. M u c h to their surprise, the students were 

apparently served cour teously u p o n their arrival at 

Hochschild Kohn's; highly organized protests over the next 

four weeks focused on the remaining three stores. O n one 

day in late March, for example, students arrived in four buses 

and separated into three groups, one for each of the remain

ing segregated stores. Pickets were set up at the entrances. At 

Stewart's, students took seats in the dining room and were 

informed by a manager that the facility was closed. T h e 

Hecht-May group was "barred from the dining area by 

roped off doors manned by store detectives." The group of 

40 that entered Hutzler's took seats in the largest dining 

room, the "Colonial." Store staff tried to continue to serve 

whites in the smaller, "Qu ix i e" dining room, but it rapidly 

overflowed and many whites left. The students, dressed in 

their Sunday best, remained seated quietly for four hours. 

Over the next four weeks of protest, a wide variety of 

organizations came forward with public support for the "sit

downers": church groups, women's clubs, the Y M C A , labor 

unions, and civil rights groups such as C O R E and 

Fellowship House.7" T h e N A A C P backed the students with 

legal assistance, transportation, press support, and over $5,000 

in bail money; an estimated 100 churches mobilized a boy

cott and supportive march, including a 30-minister picket 

line.71 African-Americans were apparently taking resources 

they would have spent on consumer goods and channeling 

them instead toward the protestors, a decision that was espe

cially meaningful during the high-consumption Easter sea

son. " N o new Easter hats for them," reported an Afro head

line proudly of two leaders, "they'll give to sitdowners." By 

mid-April , the remaining stores began to howl. According to 

the Afro-American, sales figures for the downtown stores were 

8% lower than those of the previous Spring. Hecht-May, in 

seeking an injunction, had complained that its restaurant 

business was down 49% and its department store sales down 

3 3 % from the previous year.72 The store owners negotiated 

with students and debated integration possibilities among 

themselves, wi thout agreement. 

But on April 17th, the remaining stores cracked and 

served the students, apparently simultaneously. E. L. Leavey, 

Vice-President of Hutzler's, emphasized that the stores had 

long wanted to integrate and had simply needed an excuse. 

" T h e students have been able to do what the stores t hem

selves haven't, '" he told the Afro. ' "They have awakened the 

community's attention to a situation that needed correct

ing. '" Applauding students for '"the manner in which they 

conducted the demonstration, '" and the Afro itself for '"its 

fairness in reporting the situation,'" he claimed that '"[IJt 

was never a question of principle. It was a matter of time. 

And we think this is the time.'"73 Hech t -May Vice-President 

Geoffrey Swaebe stated, less enthusiastically, that '"[ojur pol

icy has been consistent. We were ready to act whenever the 

communi ty dictated it.'" Explaining why Hecht-May, as the 

first store targeted, had pursued an injunction against p ro 

testors rather than integrating, he emphasized the need for 

c o m m o n action among the stores: ' "We thought it was not 

a one-store matter and as soon as the other stores agreed to 

the new policy, we were ready and did act.'"74 

Hochschild Kohn's unilateral lunch-counter integration 



three weeks earlier had been widely reported in Baltimore 

newspapers, radio and television. The Baltimore Sun, which 

ran full-page advertisements for Gutman's, Hecht-May and 

Hochschild Kohn's daily in its front section, buried coverage 

of the sit-ins on page 40 (well behind its coverage of simul

taneous sit-ins in Atlanta and Orangeburg, South Carolina, 

and anti-apartheid protests in South Africa). But in that 

piece, a Hochschild Kohn official had stated that the store 

would remain integrated '"if the community allows it, and 

this includes our competitors.'"75 This was, in effect, an invi

tation for groups on all sides of the issue to make their pas

sionate opinions known. Over the following weeks, 

Hochschild Kohn's management received hundreds of let

ters, postcards, telegrams and phone-calls, an unusually rich 

array of sources that serve as a window onto the wide vari

ety of reactions to and perceptions of integration. 

Among these letters were dozens of angry racist declara

tions of boycott and cancellations of credit accounts, accom

panied by white supremacist argument in varying degrees of 

rabidness and detail. One man condemned the store for 

"race-mixing," and for fueling "the forces which are whit

tling away at the rights of the American people at an ever 

faster rate."76 The assumption here, of course, was that black 

people were not "Americans."One self-consciously liberal 

couple declared that "we are not opposed to the colored 

people in any way, we will employ them when there is 

work, and we have supported Morgan College before the 

state really took over " But they feared sitting next to a 

black man at the counter: he might "perhaps steal your 

purse, he may be intoxicated "77 

Some white racist customers praised the intransigence of 

the other stores, where white privilege could still be pur

chased. One woman urged Hochschild Kohn's to rejoin 

"Hutzler's, Stewart, Hecht-May, etc. who are trying to hold 

the line against this latest invasion against freedom of choice 

for the White Race."78 As managers and owners feared, some 

customers, employing the same tactics blacks had, took their 

business elsewhere. "[F]rom what I read in this morning's 

paper," wrote one "Chargaplate Customer," "I'll be dealing 

with Hutzler's."79 Ironically reversing black customers' need 

to drive to Philadelphia, one man complained that "[I]f 

other leading department stores follow your example we 

will then drive the extra...miles to Richmond to shop."8" 

Taken together, the letters reveal how deeply white 

Baltimoreans had come to see department stores as racial 

institutions, specifically white edifices to which they had con

tributed through decades of transactions. One woman nostal

gically recalled her coming-of-age with the department store, 

how she had watched it "develop and remodel and grow" 

patronized by "good white trade." "The white people have 

been your patrons and have helped make the store what it is 

today," she wrote proudly, expressing her shock that the store 

would no longer "uphold the long established policies hand

ed down to them to serve best the needs of their present cus

tomers." Anticipating later charges of'reverse discrimination," 

one woman wrote that she no longer wished to "be affiliated 

with a store that has bias policies."81 

The letters also reveal to •what extent whiteness itself was 

viewed as just another consumer item that customers felt 

entitled to, whose sale should not be withdrawn or out

lawed. One woman noted she was "surprised and disap

pointed" by the integration policy, viewing it as nothing less 

than a denial of her rights as a consumer—segregation and 

integration ought to just be things one could choose from 

in a properly organized marketplace. "Do you realize that by 

so doing [integrating]," she wrote, "you are taking from the 

White Race any choice they had of segregation or integra

tion when dining outside their homes?"82 The loss of white 
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consumer privilege accrued directly to blacks who, she noted 

with impeccable logic, now had the option to "choose" seg

regated or integrated restaurants (since, for reasons she did not 

mention, restaurants that catered to blacks ran little risk of 

being "integrated" by whites). "Thus they have a choice," she 

railed, "which your policy is denying the White Race." 

Importantly, more than one of the racist critics wrote as 

self-conscious suburbanites, warning the downtown that 

integration would further provoke the flight of white resi

dences and businesses. In the process, they revealed the 

extent to which the suburbs were imagined as racial islands 

still free of black "invasion": downtown segregation was the 

only remaining draw that could pull whites in from their 

comfortable, newly-designed racial enclaves. The depart

ment stores had in some ways profited from, and encour

aged, the beginnings of white flight to the suburbs: Hutzler's, 

for example had opened stores inTowson (1952), Eastpoint 

(1956) and Westview (1958); Hochschild Kohn's opened a 

branch in EdmondsonVillage (1947). (By sheer coincidence, 

the same day that student protest had resumed at 

Northwood Theatre, about 50 of Baltimore's "small store 

owners" had gathered at Enoch Pratt Library to discuss 

"mutual problems in the age of the automobile and the 

shopping center."81) "In behalf of the hundreds of thousands 

of white people who still trade in the downtown area," read 

one telegram, "please do not force us to stay away because of 

your integrated lunch counters.""4 One woman wrote that 

she would close her account "[s]hould this policy spread to 

the suburban branches of your company, especially the 

Belvedere store."*3 One "Lifelong Customer" wrote that while 

[cfertainly no one can now be proud of our once beautiful city, 

and with so little left of what was once our grand downtown 

shopping center, it will be up to you and the heads of our other 
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long reputable stores to take a firm stand to help preserve it 

and give us an incentive for coming downtown to buy."'' 

While it is difficult to make sense of the proportions, 

approximately ten times as many letters in support of inte

gration survive. This was likely due to the urgency with 

which integrationists felt the need to back the store's tenta

tive movement. Also, unlike the racists, who saw integration 

as a one-way process, permanently corrupting, civil rights 

supporters saw integration as frighteningly reversible. Letters 

congratulated Hochschild Kohn's for its "courage" and rang 

with the language of "democracy," "freedom" and the 

"American Way." Many of the writers identified themselves 

as "white" and as "charge" customers to demonstrate the 

economic stakes: often these two were linked together in 

the same clause, as if to reinforce each other. One woman 

wrote that while "I am no wild-eyed fanatic championing 

Telegram congratulating 

Hochschild Kohn's for being 

the first Baltimore depart

ment store to serve African-

Americans at its lunch-

counter, March 28. 1960. 

Along with telegrams and 

letters of support and encour

agement, the store received 

many from consumers who 

opposed integration and ter

minated their charge accounts 

in protest. Courtesy of the 

Maryland Historical Society. 
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the Cause of the Oppressed, she applauded the store s 

"courage," and was "sympathetic to the problems posed for 

the business man in this racial question.""7 O n e woman felt 

that the store's move would br ing out latent anti-racist sen

sibilities in individuals. "Many people need just this display 

of liberalism to br ing forth good feelings which were hid

den deeply inside them," she wrote.88 

Many white supporters were happy to be rid of the 

embarrassment they had felt when , following a business, 

professional or social meet ing with a black person, they 

were then unable to invite him or her to lunch. O n e 

woman, a city employee, wrote that she had sometimes had 

to take "educated, cultivated Negroes from other cities to 

lunch and I cannot tell you h o w embarrassing it is to go to 

the Greyhound Bus station and to attempt to explain "m 

Another woman wrote that 

It has long been a matter of deep concern to me that there was 

no downtown restaurant where I could go with my Negro 

friends, or where I could eat with an easy conscience not feel

ing I was being given privileges because of my white skin.90 

While most of the letter-writers either did not identify 

themselves racially, or identified themselves as white, a small 

number of supporters stepped forward as black. O n e man 

wrote that "we w h o are Negroes become encouraged w h e n 

business people are willing to commit themselves to an 

advanced policy in spite of any risk that they might 

encounter.. . . '"" O n e woman, having recently moved to 

Baltimore with her husband, noted that she had found the 

city "very much to our liking except for the fact that we, as 

members of a so-called minority group, have not been able 

to feel that we are really part of the community." The store's 

integration move had had "a profound effect upon our fam

ily"92 O n e woman thanked the store for its "gracious hospi

tality extended to the recent 'Sit-In demonstrators." There 

was almost an audible sigh of relief in her statement that 

"[m]y out of town shopping trips appear to be no longer 

necessary since this store has shown its willingness to serve 

all people."93 

Some of the letters, however, revealed integration's limits 

in the imagination of many liberal whites, w h o expressed 

enthusiasm for the fact of segregation even as they con

demned the manner in which it had previously been 

imposed. W h o needed an increasingly problematic segrega

tion rule, they asked, when a segregated result was possible 

and even likely without one? O n e woman congratulated the 

store on "tentatively" opening the lunch-counter to blacks. 

"It is doubtful if you will be swamped after the initial victo

ry wears off," she wrote.94 O n e woman, an educator, stated 

with assurance that integration would not lead the store to 

disaster. "My strong feeling is that it will turn out as did the 

admission of negros to friends [sic] school," she wrote. "Dire 

circumstances were predicted and as a matter of fact we have 

never had the numbers we decided to take."91 One man 

wrote with similar optimism of the desegregated Ford's the

ater. "Ford's doesn't seem to be 'overrun'," he wrote. "The 

winning of the 'right' has proved more important than actu

al attendance."96 

Some liberals indicated that they perceived integration as 

another consumer good, (just as segregationists had seen 

white privilege), with racial policy merely an extension of 

other store concerns about stock, pricing, and display. Even 

in their support of integration, they suggested that black 

customers and employees were merely part of a properly 

organized department store, items in a more inclusive inven

tory. O n e woman noted that lunch-counter integration illus

trated "the good taste and judgement that your stores are 

noted for."97 Another wrote that she was "grateful for treat-
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Sit-in demonstrators are 

read the trespass law by a 

waitress at the White Coffee 

Pot Restaurant at Eastern 

Avenue near Conkling 

Street, November 18, 1961. 

Similar protests at down

town department stores in 

Spring 1960 ended lunch-

counter segregation there, 

triggering integration else

where in the city. Courtesy 

of Special Collections, 

University of Maryland 

Libraries. 

ment that extends Hochschild's leadership in merchandising 

to leadership in human relations.. ."9K Walter Sondheimjr. had 

made this connection himself in his response to a supporter, 

noting that his letter "strengthens our resolve to uphold the 

standards of citizenship and fine storekeeping upon which 

Hochschild, Kohn & Co. was founded..."" "I hope I am join

ing my voice to many in congratulating you," wrote another 

woman after Hochschild Kohn's promotion of Mamie Collins 

to the glove counter. 

With such forward looking management...! [was] disap

pointed that you carried no bracelet length grey kid gloves— 

in any size—at the beginning of a spring season.""' 

The centrality of department stores in Baltimore com

mercial life can be seen in the way that their integration, 

however reluctant, sent shock-waves through the rest of the 

city. Within days, many other restaurants had integrated, and 

the Restaurant Association of Baltimore was considering an 

integrated policy for all of its members. Interviews with 

individual managers by the Afro, however, showed hesitance. 

"There have been discussions here about it since the depart

ment stores have changed..." said a representative from 

Miller Brothers Restaurant. The owner of the White Coffee 

Pot, the only segregated restaurant in Mondawmin 

Shopping Center, made a distinction between "cafeterias," 

that might integrate, and "restaurants," that would not.11" 

Capitalizing on the protest momentum of March and April, 

students and the NAACP mobilized support behind 

Councilman William Dixon's "Equal Rights Bill," a city-

wide public accommodations law, in May and June.102 

Enterprising Empor ium* 
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Rabbi Morris Lieberman. 

Wliile Jewish-owned 

department stores contributed 

to Baltimore segregation, 

many Jewish leaders such 

as Lieberman actively 

opposed racial discrimination 

and worked on behalf of 

civil rights. Gift of Joan B. 

Woldman. 

Between November 1960 and January 1962, a reported 106 

students would be arrested in continuing protest actions.103 

Baltimore's public accommodations law went into effect 

June 8, 1962. While a partial public accommodations law 

went into effect in Maryland in June 1963—the first such 

statute in a state south of the Mason-Dixon line—Maryland 

would not pass a public accommodations law covering the 

entire state until 1964."M 

What was striking throughout these dramatic events was 

how little the specifically Jewish context seemed to matter. 

Whereas in the 1930s and 1940s, store segregation was seen 

as a distinctly Jewish problem, situated in the transatlantic 

context of Nazism and World War II, by the early 1960s 

Jewish ownership was almost completely absent from pub

lic debate both inside and outside the Jewish community: 

store segregation and integration were neither Jewish sins 

nor Jewish virtues. Many individual Jews supported store 

integration, and liberal rabbis participated actively in a num

ber of other Baltimore civil rights efforts: the 1955 com

munity "self-survey" had counted upon the support of 11 

separate Jewish organizations, and had as its chairman Rabbi 

Israel Goldman, for example.'"5 But there appears to have 

been little or no organizational Jewish support for the sit-

ins. Rabbi Morris Lieberman did deliver an address at 

Fellowship House during the crisis, reported in the Afro, 

declaring Baltimore "the most segregated city in America," 

in both religious and racial terms, and raising money for a 

"coffee fund" for student protestors.""' Some individual 

Jewish liberals spoke out in favor of integration. Max 

Zervitz, a "prominent East Side pharmacist," spoke before 

the group Frontiers, suggesting the need for new integrated 

philanthropies and stating that "just as the colored citizens 

underwent the dark period of slavery so did the Jews in sev

eral instances during the Biblical period," and also, implau

sibly, that "the Jew undergoes just as much persecution today 

as the colored citizen."107 It was striking that during the 

Passover season, when the language of freedom resonated 

most forcefully in Jewish culture, the Baltimore Jewish Times 

did not cover protests. A Passover editorial on "Freedom" 

noted that "in some parts of this great land of ours [the 

Negro] is free in name only . . . having few rights," but did 

not suggest that one of those "parts" was Howard Street.108 

This was not for lack of attention to issues of discrimination: 

the Jewish Times featured detailed weekly reportage on anti-

Semitism in the U. S. and abroad. On one level, the lack of 

press attention was obvious: the Jewish identity of owners 

was no doubt an embarrassment to some and advertising it 

seen as an invitation to anti-Semitism. It can also be argued 

that, by not emphasizing Jewish ownership through cover

age, editors were refusing to hold Jews to a higher moral 

standard. But calls on the Jewish community to rally in sup

port of the sit-ins, regardless of store ownership, were also 
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absent. It was not that the idea was not available: simultane

ously with the Baltimore sit-ins, approximately 100 mem

bers of the American Jewish Congress in New York had 

picketed Fifth Avenue chain stores in solidarity with black 

students in the South, an effort reported in the Baltimore 

Jewish Times.™' No such effort materialized in Baltimore. 

Indeed, by coincidence, the same day that Hochschild 

Kohn's integration was announced, Jewish fraternal organi

zations co-sponsored a "Gala Minstrel Show and Dance," 

with a large ad in the Jewish Times."0 

It was also unclear whether the stores were seen as Jewish 

by the public at large. Of the hundreds of letters written by 

customers in March and April 1960, virtually none mention 

the Jewish owners and managers. Racist opponents voicing 

their dissent, many of them anonymously, presumably would 

have had little restraint in mentioning this fact in their dia

tribes, making its absence all the more striking. The declining 

public visibility of Jews in this context is part of a broader 

story of mid-century assimilation too complex to be told 

here, but whose outlines are relatively clear: the end of 

European immigration, including that of Eastern European 

Jewry, after 1924; the public prohibition on anti-Semitism as 

a component of discredited Nazism in the 1940s; postwar 

upward mobility and expanding higher educational opportu

nities, especially through the G. I. Bill; the second-generation 

thrust away from Old World identifications. The Jewish out-

migration from older neighborhoods in East Baltimore to 

Park Heights, following those of other whites, is well-known. 

There was perhaps no clearer sign of Jewish entry into a 

redefined "mainstream" than the furious segregationist let

ters directed at Hochschild Kohn's, only one of which 

(among more than one hundred) made mention of Jewish 

ownership. That one was, admittedly, venomous: 

© A t * 
MINSTREL SHOW A N D 

DANCE 
•PRESENTED BY-

JEFFERSON No. 9 & DEBORAH REBEKAH No. 7 - 1 . 0. 0. F. 

ALCAZAR 
BALLROOM 

CATHEDRAL & MADISON STS. 

SUN. 9 1 
MAR.LI SHOW 8:00 P. M. - DANCING 'til ?? 

JACK SCHERR AND H i t 

ORCHESTRA 

BAZAAR & REFRESHMEN T ROOM 
OPEN ALL EVENING 

A D M I S S I O N _ PRODUCED & DIRECTED BY — 

' 1 .50 * MILTON BRILL 
Morris Slcin, Chairman iAr Melvin M. Harris, Coordinator 

Dear Sir: I have always heard that a Jew is no better than a 

negro. You are again proving it, my crowd ate at your restau

rant every day hut we will never be there any more. Who 

wants to sit in an eating place with a negro. I think you are 

going to feel it very much, you are showing why we need 

another man like Hitler.'" 

But it was far more common to pass over the question of 

ethnic ownership entirely. Where racists sought out ethnici

ties to blame integration on, it was striking that on at least 

one occasion, they got it completely wrong, scarcely imagi-

"Gaia Minstrel Show and 

Dance" advertisement from 

the Baltimore Jewish Times, 

March 11, 1960. This 

performance, held the same 

day Hochschild Kohn's 

announced its lunch-counter 

integration, illustrates the 

role racism played in Jewish-

American popular culture in 

Baltimore. Courtesy of the 

Baltimore Jewish Times. 
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Howard and Lexington 

Street bustling with sh 

c. 1960s. Courtesy of the 

Maryland Historical Society. 

nable in the 1930s. One critic wrote poisonously to Walter 

Sondheim,Jr. in May 1960: 

What kind of money-hungry, Negro-loving Scandinavian 

people are you that you, of an outstanding Nordic race, 

should get down on your knees, as it were, before a race of 

African monkeys? You should be ashamed of yourself."2 

Implicitly or explicitly identified as "white" (or even 

"Nordic") in the letters, rather than specifically Jewish, Jewish 

owners and managers were being attacked as "race traitors," 

but to have that status, one had to belong to the "race" in the 

first place. In a perverse way, the segregationist letters were a 

hostile welcome to the club of "whiteness": store owners, 

they maintained, were guardians of white privilege and had 

not lived up to their responsibilities. They would, presumably, 

have to learn to do so better in the future. 

But if Jews largely embraced the privileges of whiteness, 

they also came to participate disproportionately in the move

ment for black civil rights at both the local and national level 

in the early 1960s. Indeed, many look in retrospect at the civil 

rights era as a golden age of black-Jewish cooperation and 

activism for progressive social change. On the national level, 

black civil rights leaders turned to Jewish leaders for moral, 

political and financial support and often received it; many indi

vidual synagogues became involved in supporting civil rights 

campaigns. Locally, Rabbis Morris Lieberman, Abraham 

Shusterman, Israel Goldman and Jacob Agus spoke out, along 

with Protestant ministers and Catholic priests. Some idealistic 

young Jews from Baltimore went South to participate in 

SNCC's Freedom Rides and Freedom Schools in 1962-3. It 

was a point of tragic pride that the 23-year-old Jewish CORE 

worker Michael Henry Schwerner, on his way to martyrdom 

in Mississippi with Andrew Goodman and James Chaney had 

protested to integrate Baltimore's Gwynn Oak Amusement 

Park in August 1963."3 In the present day, some local Baltimore 

synagogues sponsor annual Sabbath celebrations of Martin 
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Luther King, Jr. Day, while the organization "BLEWS," (a con

traction of "blacks" and "Jews") with an ofEce at Coppin State 

College, encourages black-Jewish dialogue. 

The story of racial segregation against African-Americans 

in Jewish-owned Baltimore department stores leaves us with 

many difficult questions. Along with every other owner, 

manager, and landlord in the city, and most white workers, 

Jews had undoubtedly profited from racial segregation 

against blacks: the owners' resistance to integrate on strictly 

bottom-line terms made that clear enough. How much of 

Jewish social mobility was predicated on the sale of white 

privilege to Baltimoreans at Jewish-owned department 

stores? How much did it take for Jews to become "white" 

themselves? How much, in other words, did the profits of 

racial discrimination fuel Jewish entry into a "mainstream" 

to which most blacks were (and are) excluded? And, in the 

end, how much difference did a more racially inclusive 

"consumer democracy" really make? As the half-hearted 

integrationists had suggested, the vast majority of 

Baltimore's African-American working-class community 

was not, even in the aftermath of formal integration, able to 

participate equally in consumer society on economic crite

ria alone. If department stores could be "democratic," it 

meant, implicitly, that politics was like shopping, perhaps 

something like a department store: tasteful, socially exclusive, 

a world of limited but seemingly boundless choices, an entic

ing display window encased in plate-glass. But if citizenship 

and consumerism were extensions of each other, where were 

the working-class and the poor—the people who did not 

wear bracelet-length grey kid gloves—supposed to "pur

chase" and "spend" their citizenship?"4 

In the end, as racist white consumers had suggested in 

their threats, the micro-segregation that had governed rela

tions in downtown department stores would be writ large 

on the greater Baltimore metropolitan area, increasingly in 

terms of social class. With prosperous whites, including Jews, 

and an increasing number of middle-class blacks, exercising 

the option to exit from Baltimore's inner core in the 1960s 

and 1970s, the economic base of the stores evaporated."' 

Deindustrialization and the decline of the port undercut the 

black and white working-class employment that had helped 

sustain downtown consumer culture; discount retailers chal

lenged department store dominance. The impressive depart

ment store buildings, desirable enough to inspire twenty-five 

years of black protest, are now wrapped in shadows, encased 

in boarded windows, threatened by demolition. We might 

ask: what kind of monuments are they to racial inclusion 

and consumer democracy in Baltimore in both the past and 

present? Like the problems of race and class that gave rise to 

them, these questions remain unresolved. 
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